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Strictly speaking, images of religious ecstasy have existed only since Caravaggio’s The 

Stigmatization of St. Francis, which dates from around 1595 (fig. 1).1 The saint has col- 

lapsed on Mount La Verna. A youthful angel supports his body, which is in a paradoxical 

state somewhere between lifeless relaxation and being tensely arched. Christ invoked 

Francis immediately prior to this moment. According to legend, a seraph is about to imprint 

the Stigmata of the Redeemer on Francis’s body. This supernatural manifestation is hid-

den from the painting's viewer, as is Francis’s companion, Brother 

Leone, in the darkened background, itself illuminated only by deli- 

cate streaks of light on the horizon. However, what is visible is the 

moment when the Stigmata begin to appear, and Francis’s habit is 

torn open to reveal what is evidently the first wound, the one on his 

side. An involuntary movement of Francis’s hand gestures toward 

this incipient corporeal harmonization with the Redeemer.

Caravaggio’s painting is the first to convincingly succeed in 

rendering visible the ecstatic clash between absolute divine power 

and absolute human powerlessness. Düring religious ecstasy, a 

higher power either “tears out” the consciousness of an individual’s 

body, suspending his or her perceptions and other physiological 

processes, so to speak—or eise the higher power penetrates into 

the individual’s consciousness, taking full possession of him or her.

1 Caravaggio, San Francesco in estasi, 

ca. 1595-96, oil on canvas, 94 x 130 cm, 

Wadsworth Atheneum Museum, Hartford 

(Connecticut), The Ella Gallup Sumner and 

Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund

In both instances, this “being replete" displaces worldly reality to the greatest possible 

extent. In Christianity—and similarly in most other religions—moments of religious rapture 

or elation, of prophetic inspiration or alternatively of overwhelming fear in the face of 

divine sublimity, can lead to ecstatic States. However, such States cannot actually be 

induced deliberately. They occur primarily in contexts of extreme reduction, that is to say 

via physical and spiritual techniques of meditation and prayer that are characterized by 

asceticism and routine, but also through extreme excess, for instance the sufferings of 

martyrdom, which are converted into the reward of celestial rapture.2

There were attempts to depict such exceptional situations even before Caravaggio, 

in principle ever since the beginnings of Christian art. The stigmatization of St. Francis, 

for example, had already been painted by such celebrated artists as Giotto, Jan van Eyck, 

Giovanni Bellini, and El Greco. Yet the resources for representing ecstatic States were 

apparently as restricted as the possible responses on the part of the saints were mani- 

fold: an “opening" sky and light phenomena are intended to suggest the transmission of 

divine power; outspread arms and eyes gazing upward (a “heavenly gaze”) signal the 

ecstasy experienced by the saints; a number of other elements were employed less 

frequently.3 The difference between genuine ecstasy as a mystical union with God and 

other forms of dreams, visions, profound inner emotion, yearning, suffering, and so forth 

cannot, however, be demarcated in an unequivocal way—although the pictorial formula of 

the “heavenly gaze" was used as an identifying feature of ecstatic States far into the 19th 

Century (cat. no 23, p. 75; cat. no. 28, p. 79).4

Beginning in the 1580s and ’90s, in the wake of the Catholic reform movement art

ists engaged in an intense search for new, specific possibilities for depicting this 

exceptional religious Situation. In 1595, for example, Giuseppe Cesari, then Rome’s most 69 
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prominent painter, devised a Francis who is exposed to the divine light with eyes closed, 

as though frozen.5 But it was Caravaggio who achieved the decisive breakthrough: he 

not only assigned an angel to Francis, as was hitherto customary exclusively in the form of 

accessory figures accompanying Christ in a Pieta with Angels, thereby explicitly effect- 

ing the total identification of the saint with the Savior (Christoformitas).6 The angel with 

his dark wings also unmistakably appears as the brother of the youthful Amor painted by 

Caravaggio in 1602, and is clearly related as well to the artist’s youthful lute players. 

Since the ecstasy of St. Francis was the result of his boundless love for Christ, Caravaggio 

consistently made use of the elements of erotic iconography: the wound on the side that 

begins to appear on his body is at the same time the wound inflicted on the saint by the 

emissary of divine love. It is in particular the saint's posture that links him with the abso

lute mystical surrender to the divine beloved.7 And it was only this erotic charging that 

produced the specific approach to representing ecstasy that would henceforth prove so 

successful. Only through visual associations with overwhelming sensations of erotic desire 

does the exceptional Situation of ecstasy become at least partially comprehensible to the 

ordinary viewer, who has after all had no direct experience with such States.

It was not just Caravaggio’s fellow artists who recognized the potential of the newly 

invented “pathos formula” (to eite Aby Warburg), copied his works, and took it up for their 

own pictures (cat. no. 24, p. 76). In the 16th Century, ecstasy was still a marginal term in 

the literature on art. It appears a single time in Giorgio Vasari’s L/ves of the Artists (1550, 

2nd edition 1568): with reference to Raphael’s St. Cecilia, he writes that “in her counte- 

nance is seen that abstraction which is found in the faces of those who

2 Raffael, Santa Cecilia in estasi, 

ca. 1514, oil on wood, 236 x 149 cm, 

Pinacoteca Nazionale, Bologna

3 Gian Lorenzo Bernini, The Ecstasy 

of St. Theresa (detail), 1645-52, 

Carrara marble, 350 cm (height), 

Santa Maria della Vittoria, Rome

are in ecstasy [in estasi]'' (fig. 2).8 In contrast, in an inventory from 1637, a 

St. Francis painted by Caravaggio—presumably, however, not the painting 

shown above—is listed explicitly as “S. Francesco in Estasi.”9 In conformity 

with the pictorial formula, the title “Saint in Ecstasy" is verified as well.

Caravaggio himself heightened this eroticization even further in a 

painting of St. Mary Magdalene (circa 1606, fig. 2, p. 201).10 Yet the final 

Step was taken only in subsequent years by painters such as Guido Reni, 

Francesco Cairo, and Guido Cagnacci, who showed ecstatic female 

saints now with exposed breasts, thereby providing viewers with visual 

rather than religious delight and confronting them with the moral quandary 

of experiencing “too much pleasure,” as we read in some Contemporary 

discussions.11 Perhaps the most famous depiction of ecstasy in European 

art is to be understood against this background, namely Gianlorenzo 

Bernini's sculpture of St. Theresa in the Cornaro Chapel (1645-52) of 

Santa Maria della Vittoria in Rome (fig. 3). What explains the impact and 

the splendor of the group is not just the erotic Charge of the unio mystica, 

but also the seemingly life-sized, fully three-dimensional presence of the 

saint, the contrast between the facial expression, transported by love, 

and the almost dematerialized body entirely concealed by drapery, which 

further underscores the tour de force of depicting a mystical elevation in 

the medium of sculpture, as well as the combination with the youthful, 

smiling angel.12

It is not surprising that with the Enlightenment and secularization, 

this pictorial formula of ecstasy, based to an extreme degree on ambiguity 

and the polyvalent quality of love, only worked in part, and that Bernini’s 

St. Theresa, for example, was interpreted as depicting nothing more than 

an entirely earthly orgasm.13 In other respects, and in ways consistent 

with this viewpoint, feminine ecstasy in particular was psychologized and 

pathologized.14 In contrast, it is astonishing to note that another medical 

insight seems to have had no significant impact on its rendering: to begin 

with, the point of departure for all depictions of ecstasy was the notion,



4 Agostino Masucci, L’estasi di santa 

Caterina de' Ricci, undated, oil on canvas, 

199 x 273 cm, Galleria Nazionale, Rome

held as valid from antiquity until the early modern era, that the hu

man body and spirit functioned on the basis of ethereal “spirits,” 

pneuma or spiritus, as messengers and mediators between matter 

and pure spirit. According to this notion, during States of ecstasy 

such animal spirits left the body, not just metaphorically but in reali- 

ty, or were driven out by higher powers.15 It was not until the mid- 

17th Century, attendant on Descartes, that alternative explanatory 

models gradually asserted themselves—the cause of ecstasy now 

resided entirely in the psyche.

It should be emphasized in closing that the ecstatic state of 

saints, however, were not just recorded in pictorial works. States of
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(religious) ecstasy also take place in front of and through images, and religious images 

themselves may even be created in ecstatic States. The seraph that imprints the Stigmata 

on Francis is offen depicted as a winged crucifix, but also as a vera icon—when the scenery 

is not conceived in such a way that Francis meditates on a crucifix prior to receiving the 

Stigmata (cat. no. 30, p. 81).16 The saints Luigi Gonzaga, Katharina de Ricci, Francesco di 

Paola, and others experienced their ecstatic States in front of actual images (fig. 4).17

Remarkably, a number of pictures seem to have been capable of 

allowing even the simple faithful to experience ecstatic States. It is other- 

wise difficult to explain the forms of being “beside oneself” in the pres- 

ence of a miraculous image of the Virgin Mary, which ränge from clinging 

to motionless prostration, as recorded in Michael Ostendorfer’s woodcut 

of 1519/20 showing the pilgrimage to the Regensburg Madonna (fig. 5).18 

The like is true of reactions to Michelangelo’s Last Judgment from 1541, 

whose innovative, overwhelming combination of the theme—the appear- 

ance of the judge of the world—and its artistic realization suspended all 

earthly corporeal categories for Contemporary viewers.19 Admittedly, this 

again points toward the difficulty of distinguishing ecstatic States from 

partially similar phenomena such as over

whelming astonishment (stupor).20

Finally, in the spirit of the notion of 

congruence between artist and work, the 

labors of the (believing) painter or sculptor 

can themselves be understood as a kind 

of rapture, a divine inspiration or medita

tive ecstasy, whereby in the case of artistic creativity the 

metaphors of love and eroticism may also be employed in 

order to make such exceptional Creative experiences more 

comprehensible.21 And although Caravaggio himself was 

presumably remote from such ideas, he was in any case 

the first to have understood with such consistency that in 

images the diversity and incommensurability of ecstatic 

religious experiences could be rendered more-or-less 

“tangible" and visually convincing by overlying them with 

erotic pictorial formulae.
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